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Poor surface finish is a primary challenge to the commercial implementation of Additive Manufacturing (AM). To
solve this problem, various Material Removal Rate (MRR) processes have been proposed. However, current
methods provide sub-optimal outcomes for the complex geometry enabled by AM. Abrasive Centrifugal Barrel
Finishing (ACBF) and Wet Abrasive Centrifugal Barrel Finishing (WACBF) can provide an effective surface fin
ishing solution method that is compatible with the geometric complexity of AM components. ACBF and WACBF
are commercially robust processes that can economically process multiple components to polish cavities and
intricate internal geometry. This research documents the experimental application of WACBF to polish Stainless
Steel (SS) 316 L, printed by Laser-Based Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF). The performance of WACBF on volumetric
MRR is also examined. To assess the homogeneity of the abrasive process, surface roughness was quantified in
directions parallel, vertical and at 45◦ to the laser scan direction. A Taguchi L8 experiment was devised with
three repetitions to assess the influence of WACBF parameters including rotational speed, media size and running
time on the measured surface roughness and material removal rate. This experiment confirms that surface
roughness and MRR have a non-linear correlation with increasing the rotational speed, and that enhanced
surface roughness is achieved with larger media size. An important observation for commercial implementation
is that increasing the time of the process provides an insignificant reduction in surface quality, and MRR implying
that for commercial applications, high-throughput can be achieved without compromising quality. These ex
periments confirm that WACBF processing improved the surface roughness for parallel, vertical and 45◦ surfaces
by 62.30 %, 56.33 %, and 56.08 % respectively.

1. Introduction
Additive Manufacturing (AM) provides numerous technical and
economic opportunities in comparison to traditional manufacturing
processes: lower material wastage, direct digital design with no custom
tooling, high geometric freedom with fewer manufacturing constraints
and the opportunity to fabricate highly integrated net shapes with little
post-processing and assembly [1–3]. However, technical challenges still
exist in the commercial application AM systems like Laser-Based Powder
Bed Fusion (LPBF) is a potential for relatively high dimensional varia
tion and poor surface finish [4–6].
Traditional methods exist to enhance the surface finish of AM com
ponents, for example, glass bead blasting, conventional milling,

Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) and surface grinding. These
methods have some critical disadvantages, specifically for the complex
geometries common to high-complexity AM components. Khorasani
et al. [7] investigated the milling of Ti6Al4V specimens produced by
LPBF where CNC milling was applied and tool deflection was charac
terized according to specific machining parameters. Results showed that
deflection affects the roughness and geometrical tolerance of manufac
tured component [7]. Khorasani et al. [8] also investigated the effects of
machining parameter, tool path and heat treatment on the surface
roughness of LPBF components using ANN to determine, predict and
optimize surface roughness. To enhance the surface quality of LPBF
parts, they suggested to design appropriate tool paths, and cutting pa
rameters with lower scallop height, finishing allowance and higher
spindle speed and annealing temperature. EDM and bead blasting
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Nomenclature

OEM
PBF
PTEF
P-value
R2
S/N
SLM
SLS
SS
WACBF
X(i)
Y(i)

ACBF
Abrasive Centrifugal Barrel Finishing
ABS
Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene
AJM
Abrasive Jet Machining
AM
Additive Manufacturing
AWJM
Abrasive Water Jet Machining
EBM
Electron Beam Melting
EDM
Electron Discharge Machining
LAEBI
Large Area Electron Beam Irradiation
MANOVA Multivariate Analysis of Variance
MRR
Material removal rate
MRRv
Volumetric material removal

performed poorly in the enhancement of surface roughness, while
electron beam glazing is feasible for flat surfaces and provided the flat
surface with fine-grained microstructure. Lober et al. [10] investigated
various mechanical processes for surface finishing of LPBF Stainless steel
316 L components, such as grinding, electrolytic etching, sandblasting
and plasma polishing. Of these methods, grinding provided the best
outcomes to enhance surface quality (surface roughness (Ra) reduced
from 15 μm to 0.34 μm), but this method is only compatible with regular
planar geometry, and is therefore incompatible with the commercial
requirements of AM surface finishing. Rossi et al. [11] showed they were
able to reduce surface roughness of a horizontal plane from 12.01 μm to
4.00 μm for LPBF iron–nickel–copper-based components. On the vertical
plane, they could reduce 15.00 μm (for as-built) to 12.00 μm. Surface
roughness can be further decreased through the application of
Polytetrafluoroethylene-based (PTFE) coatings, also enhancing surface
corrosion resistance. Beaucamp et al. [12] developed a new shape
adaptive grinding tool that has achieved a surface finish of up to 10 nm
in components manufactured by EBM and LPBF but it is not compatible
with very complex geometry and captive components also cannot be
machined. Lamikiz et al. [13] applied laser irradiation for polishing
LPBF and Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) components. In this process,
the upper microscopic layer of the manufactured components was
locally melted by the laser energy source. This melt-pool rapidly
re-solidified under the protection of shielding gas, resulting in locally
enhanced surface roughness in the order of 80 % with no heat-affected
zones or cracking observed. This method has been successfully demon
strated on inclined plane surfaces. Meanwhile, Uno et al. [14] worked on
the surface finishing of metallic molds through a novel process known as
Large Area Electron Beam Irradiation (LAEBI). In this process, an un
focused, high energy electron beam is applied with a diameter of up to
60 mm. Unlike laser irradiation, the material is not re-solidified but is
locally vaporized, making this process potentially faster than competing
methods. LAEBI has been demonstrated to decrease surface roughness
from 6 μm to 1 μm. Moreover, this process also improved the corrosion
resistance of the specimens.
These technologies are generally only suitable for external compo
nent surfaces that have low geometric complexity. Furthermore,
machining processes are serial and can process only one component at a
time. To overcome these limitations, WACBF or Abrasive Jet Machining
(AJM) and Abrasive Water Jet Machining (AWJM) provide an emerging
opportunity for improving surface roughness of geometrically complex
high-value AM products. Furthermore, WACBF provides relevant pro
duction advantages including the avoidance of clamping fixtures, re
quires no complex tool path planning, and is compatible with small
production batches. Boschato et al. [18] worked on centrifugal barrel
finishing by changing the rotational speed of the process (around 100
rpm and higher) for complex components. They found that with process
times of 10 h the surface quality improved. However, no significant
change was observed by further increasing the process time to 50 h. Nalli

Original Equipment Manufacturer
Powder Bed Fusion
Polytetrafluoroethylene
Probability Values
Coefficient of Determination
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Selective Laser Melting
Selective Laser Sinterin
Stainless Steel
Wet Abrasive Centrifugal Finishing
Independent(S) Variable (Input)
Dependent Variable (Output)

et al. [19] investigated the effect of fabrication process parameter and
centrifugal barrel finishing speed on dimensions and tensile behaviour
of Ti-6Al-4 V components. This research showed that an increase in
rotational speed improves roughness and surface quality. Lesyk et al.
[20] compared shot peening and barrel finishing of Inconel 718 com
ponents. They found that surface finish and surface waviness improved
by barrel finishing, while shot penning improved mechanical properties.
In shot peening, mechanical work induced on the surface of the samples
leads to a decrease in micro and macro defects. Lesyk et al. [21] also
compared shot peening, barrel finishing, ultra-sonic shot peening and
ultra-sonic impact treatment for post-processing of Inconel 718 com
ponents. The results showed that barrel finishing induced less residual
stress compared to other treatments. Na et al. [22] studied the effect of
time and speed in barrel finishing on the roughness of stainless steel
components. The findings showed that at 60 rpm and after 40 min of
finishing the value of roughness decreased by 70 % with no significant
improvement for longer times. In the case of 80 and 100 rpm, this
improvement was achieved in 30 min of processing. Singh et al. [23]
studied chemical assisted magnetic abrasive finishing of tubes made of
Inconel 625. The investigated factors were process time, rotational
speed, abrasive size, amount of abrasive and chemical agent on the
surface roughness and MRR. They found that process time and media
size were the most influential parameters followed by amount of abra
sive particles, rotational speed and chemical agent. Ferchow et al. [24]
used abrasive flow machining to polish internal surfaces of tubes made
by LPBF. This work showed an acceptable deviation between the pro
posed rheological model and the measurement of down-skin and up-skin
for material removal thickness.
Most of the current literature is related to the using conventional
machining for post-processing of AM parts and no report was found
based on using WACBF for AM components.
In this research, Taguchi Design of Experiment (DOE) was selected to
experimentally characterize the effect of WACBF process parameters on
the MRR and surface finish of LPBF specimens. Industrially, relevant
WACBF control factors were selected and associated surface roughness
was characterized in multiple directions to the laser scan direction.
These measurements were acquired with multiple repetitions to ensure
statistically robust outcomes. The effects of each control factor and
associated interactions with surface roughness and MRR are character
ized by appropriate regression models and the commercial implications
of these outcomes are discussed.
2. Experimental setup
2.1. Design of experiment
The relevant control factors for commercial WACBF systems are
media size, rotational speed and processing time. A Taguchi L8 Design of
Experiment was selected with three repetitions as it allows the effect of
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these control factors on surface roughness to be assessed for multiple
levels within a relatively compact DOE (Table 1). Taguchi provides more
flexibility for parameter levels in the same test number compared to
factorial and RSM DOEs. Based on manufacturer recommendation,
speed is the most important factor and since two different media sizes
were used, Taguchi L8 meets the requirement of this experiment. For
each run one component was fed to the barrel and fresh media was used
for each new experimentation.

Table 1
Design of experiment.
Number of
repetitions

Test
Number

Media
size

Rotational Speed
(Rpm)

Time
(min)

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3×
6×
3×
6×
6×
3×
6×
3×

100
100
120
120
140
140
160
160

200
240
200
240
200
240
200
240

3
6
3
6
6
3
6
3

2.2. Powder material and SLM operation
Samples were manufactured with an SLM 125 H L system (SLM So
lutions GmbH, Lubeck, Germany), equipped with YLR-Fiber laser.
Samples were manufactured horizontally and the SLM processing pa
rameters are typical commercial specifications (Table 2). The powder
material was low carbon stainless steel (SS 316 L) and specimens were
designed in the form of hexagonal geometry with 6.81 mm thickness.
Fig. 1)(A) illustrates magnification of the powder and (B) illustrates
examples of the samples manufactured in this study. Fig. 1(C) shows that
the average particle distribution size used in this experiment was 35 μm.

Table 2
Machine build process parameters.
System Parameters

Value

Min. Scan Line / Wall Thickness
Operational Beam Focus Variable
Layer Thickness
Laser Power
Hatch Space
Scan Speed
Laser spot diameter

120 μm
100 μm
30 μm
175W
120 μm
560 mm/s
0.2 mm

2.3. Material removal rate
Material removal rate (MRR) was measured based on the volume of
the samples. The measurements were taken using Mitotoyo micrometre

Fig. 1. (A) Powder (B) Printed samples and (C) powder volume density.
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Fig. 2. (A) WACBF machine (B) Active and passive regions in WACBF (C) Media size.

at 20 ◦ C and 30 % humidity to have maximum consistency for all
measurements. Two types of Mitotoyo micrometre on fixed stand with 1
μm resolution and the total range of 0–25.00 mm and 25.00–50 mm
were used. The first one was used to measure thickness while the second
was used to measure the side length. Specific gloves were used while
measuring the samples to reduce the transfer of temperature or any
other kind of contamination from the hand. The amount of removed
materials was calculated by the difference of samples before and after
the WABF process. The thickness and side length were measured in 5
separate points in all samples as illustrated in Fig. 1(B). Material
Removal Rate is calculated according to the Eq. (1)
MRR =

Volume of Removerd material [mm3 ]
Process Time [min]

without adding water and compound.
In this research, a commercial WACBF system (MFI HZ-40) as shown
in Fig. 2(A and B) is used for finishing hexagonal LPBF samples. For
stainless Steel and size of the samples, the Original Equipment Manu
facturer (OEM) suggested two sizes of pyramid shape media comprising
3 × 3 and 6 × 6 mm. OEM also advised that rotational speed is an
important factor in WACBF and time has an insignificant impact in
roughness and this was approved by our primary experimentations.
Therefore, four levels for rotational speed and two levels for media were
selected. The control factors identified in the Taguchi L8 DOE (Table 1)
were applied to quantify the effect on surface roughness and MRR. The
used media for the finishing of the components was 3 × 3 and 6 × 6
ceramics with a pyramid in geometry (Equilateral triangle) from BV
Products, which is shown in Fig. 2(C). The media with different sizes is
recommended for general light and heavy deburring, fast and extra fast
deburring and metal removal. Limited experimental data exists on the
application of WACBF to AM production components, therefore WACBF
process parameters were selected based on OEM recommendations.

(1)

The volume of removed material is calculated by the difference be
tween the initial and final volumes (cross-section area multiplies by
side) of the component.
2.4. Abrasive centrifugal barrel finishing

2.5. Surface roughness measurement

In this process, water, abrasive particulate (Fig. 2C) media and the
components being polished are loaded in a container or barrel. This
barrel rotates, and the rotational motion of the abrasive particles tran
sitions to advanced flow, where some portions of the abrasive particles
form an active layer as shown in Fig. 2(A and B). Depending on various
factors such as geometry and quantity of abrasive particles, size and
rotational speed of the centrifugal barrel, various types of flow can be
obtained, which affect the MRR [25]. This process can also be performed

2.5.1. Surface roughness measurement of the reference samples
WACBF surface roughness measurement was acquired with an op
tical profilometer (Alicona Infinite Focus) using 10X lens. Based on
machining standards for surface roughness measurement, with a cut-off
area of 10 × 3 mm, regions (consisting of approximately 6000 points)
located in different areas of the manufactured specimens were
measured. The normalized value of surface parameters was calculated
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Fig. 3. SNR and mean effect analyze for roughness.

according to ISO 4288 and ISO 11,056 and a high pass built-in Gaussian
filter was applied. The lateral and vertical resolutions of the profilometer
were 10 nm and 400 nm. To ensure statistically robust outcomes, five
different points of each experimental condition were measured. WACBF
removes the material through the contact point of the media and
workpiece so the removal area is the sum of the contact points. There
fore, different surface roughness can be obtained in different measure
ment directions. Also, surface roughness has a different trend in parallel,
perpendicular and 45◦ to scan movement in LPBF parts; therefore, to
assess the effect of WACBF in surface quality in a different direction, Ra
was selected.

removal rate for all three repetitions are presented in Tables A1–A3.
Signal-to-noise Ratio (SNR) is the ratio of the measured outcome (sur
face roughness) to the associated noise (including measurement error
and environmental effects) and is used to validate the accuracy of the
obtained data. SNR is calculated based on the Taguchi equation [26,27].
In SNR analysis, horizontal lines indicate a reduced ‘main effect’ and
lines of a higher slope are representative of the increased influence of
changing parameters on observed outcomes. The objective is decreasing
surface roughness; therefore, a Signal-to-noise (SN) criterion of ‘smaller
is better’ was selected (Eq. 2). SNR and “Means” analyse robust the
experiment when the minimum value of parameters including speed,
time and media size in “Mean of Means” has the maximum values in
“Mean of SNR”. For Ra in parallel measurement, the minimum values in
“Mean of Means” for speed, time and media size were obtained in 140
rpm, 200 min and 6 mm respectively (Fig. 3A). These points in “Means of
SNR” Fig. 3(B) reached the maximum values, which shows the robust
ness of the experiment. Similar results were obtained for angled and
vertical measurements in Fig. 3(C–F). Eq. 2 shows the SNR equation for

3. Results
3.1. Taguchi analysis and signal to noise (S/N) values for surface
roughness
The results of the surface roughness measurement and materials
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Fig. 4. SNR and mean effect analysis for MRR.

smaller is better criterion.
)
(
n
∑
S
Y2
= − 10 log10
N
n
i=1

3.2. The improvement of surface quality
A control specimen was manufactured and scanned for reference and
to quantify the effect of WACBF on surface quality. The surface rough
ness of the reference samples for parallel, vertical and angled were ob
tained at 5.34 μm, 7.70 μm, and 6.33 μm respectively. The minimum
values of the roughness obtained after WACBF were 2.01 μm, 3.3654 μm
and 2.78 μm for parallel, vertical and angled measurements respectively.
This shows that the WACBF process enhances the surface quality of asbuilt samples by 56.08 %, 56.33 % and 62.30 % for angled, vertical
and parallel measurements. This outcome confirms uniform finishing
and proves that WACBF is suitable for finishing of AM components.

(2)

For MRR “larger is better” criterion was used so the highest and
lowest points in SNR and “Mean of Means” diagrams have to be similar
to show the robustness of the model. This shows the accuracy of the
obtained data, thus proving no significant noise was observed (Fig. 4).
Eq. 3 shows the SNR equation for larger is better criterion.
⎛
⎞
/
n
∑
⎜
⎟
S
1 Y 2⎟
= − 10⎜
(3)
⎝log10
⎠
N
i=1
n

3.3. MANOVA
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) is a statistical study to
compare the multivariate average of results [28]. This method is used
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Table 3
P-Values from a statistical test for MANOVA.
Ra Parallel
Speed
P-Value
P-Value

Table 5
Poisson regression equations for various measurements.
Ra Vertical

Time

0.000
0.533
Ra Angled
Speed
Time
0.000
0.638

R2 (%)

Poisson regression equation

Media size

Speed

Time

Media size

Y1 = e(−

71.5+1.75X1 +0.0127X2 − 1.05X3 − 0.0139X1 +0.0075X1 X3 +0.000035X1

0.001

0.000
MRRv
Speed
0.374

0.161

0.001

Y2 = e(−

46.9+1.17X1 +0.0097X2 − 0.72X3 − 0.0094X1 2 +0.005X1 X3 +0.000024X1 3 )

Time
0.064

Media size
0.179

Y3 = e(−

50.4+1.26X1 +0.0097X2 − 0.8X3 − 0.0101X1 2 +0.0056X1 X3 +0.000026X1 3 )

Media size
0.001

Y4 = e(19.3−

Variation range

Symbol

Variable

Speed (RPM)
Time (min)
Media size (mm)
Ra parallel (μm)
Ra vertical (μm)
Ra angled (μm)
Volumetric MRR

100− 160 (RPM)
200 – 240 (min)
3− 6 (mm)
–
–
–

X1
X2
X3
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4

Input
Input
Input
Output
Output
Output
Output

3

)

0.392X1 + 0.0045 X2 + 0.018X3 + 0.00320X1 2 +− 0.000082X1 X2 − 0.000008X1 3 )

99.67
97.95
99.26
93.16

between input and output data. Table 4 shows control factors for the
Poisson regression model.
In this study, an exponential function was used to model the surface
roughness in different directions and MRR as shown in Table 5. Ac
cording to the mean value analysis, rotational speed has a high order
(third power) and stronger effect compared to time and media size,
which linearly affect the results surface roughness measurements. The
mathematical form of the equation for surface roughness and MRRv is
the first order of each parameter, the interaction of speed and media
size, and higher order of speed. The high R2 and the contour plot related
to each model is another proof of the accuracy.
Table 5 shows that the coefficient of determination for all measured
roughness and MRR was obtained above 93.16 %, proving the accuracy.
According to Figs. 6–8 and Poisson regression equations, the fluctuation
of roughness and MRR as a function of speed, time and media size is nonlinear. By increasing the rotational speed, roughness increased,
decreased and again increased. This trend is similar to the grinding
process [31,32].
The speed of the abrasive process affects the cutting forces. In this
experiment, when rotational speed was increased to 120 rpm, a rougher
surface was obtained. This is due to scratches and curving of media tips
that reduce the performance of abrasive media as shown in Fig. 5 (Colors
show the curvature on the tip of the media and polished sample).
By increasing rotational speed to 140 RPM, surface quality is
improved. Higher rotational speed reduces the interaction time of the
abrasive media and surface of the samples, which leads to less erosion
and breaking effect of the media tips, thus sharper tips improve the
quality of the surface. This area is the optimum area of rotational speed
(Fig. 3A-C-E).
Increasing the speed to 160 rpm decreases surface quality. This act
increases the temperature of the cutting area, which results in softening
and the cutting process has been carried out more easily. The centrifugal
force is a function of speed so when the speed increases, higher forces are
generated. The mentioned mechanisms produce deeper indentation and
increase surface roughness [33,34]. Therefore, more scratches occur,
which reduces the surface quality that is called over-processing. Fig. 3
(A, C, E) and Figs. 5–8(A and B) illustrate the mentioned trend. Fig. 5
(A–C) shows the breaking spots and the surface profile of the breaking
point.
As seen in Figs. 6–8, larger media size decreases the roughness. This
observation occurs as larger media size is observed to flow more readily
in the abrasive suspension, leading to decreased roughness. Also, larger
media has more inertia, resulting in greater pressure and increased MRR
that leads to better surface finish [32]. Fig. 9 shows the surface of the
bigger media has more scratch than the small media.
Using different media has no effect on the surface when the speed is
over 140 rpm. The reason is a stronger effect of rotational speed on the
surface roughness, which is in agreement with P-Value analysis in
Table 3. The P-Values of zero for rotational speed shows that this factor
is very effective on surface roughness.
Increasing process time leads to increased roughness, which is
related to three main reasons: (I) increasing temperature, (II) groove and
scratch on the media and (III) less effective contact between samples.
Higher temperature leads to softening and in this case, the material is
sensitive to force and deformation [35,36]. The tip of the media has a

Table 4
Variables and ranges.
Process parameters

2

when more than one dependent variable affects the outcomes. In an
MANOVA, statistical differences on one continuous dependent variable
by an independent grouping variable was examined. The results of
MANOVA essentially tests whether or not the independent grouping
variable simultaneously explains a statistically significant amount of
variance in the dependent variable [29,30]. This method has four con
ditions: (I) output must be numerical, (II) output distribution must be
normalized, (III) variances must physically exist and (IV) results have to
be independent. Our study and results meet all conditions so MANOVA
can be used to analyze the results.
The significance of the obtained results in relation to the null hy
pothesis is explained by P-Values. The null hypothesis shows that there
is no relationship between every two variables being studied (one var
iable does not affect the other). It states how each variable significantly
affects the results in terms of supporting the idea being investigated. The
level of statistical significance is expressed as a P-value between 0 and 1.
In MANOVA the smaller the p-value, the stronger the evidence to reject
the null hypothesis. Commonly P ≤ 0.05 is statistically significant and
states strong evidence against the null hypothesis, as there is less than a
5% probability the null is correct. The P-value analysis has been carried
out and the results based on Wilks criterion are listed in Table 3.
According to the results, speed and media size found to have PValues≤0.5 therefore the null hypothesis is rejected. This shows these
two variables are significant on the variation of roughness and MRR for
both thickness and length. The results of MANOVA confirm that pro
cessing time has a negligible effect on the roughness values due to PValues>.0.05 and accepting the null hypothesis. Therefore, surface
roughness is not improved significantly by increasing processing time
(higher than optimal value). However, for MRRv the only significant
factor is the time of the process and media size and speed do not
significantly change the MRR.
4. Discussions
Poisson regression was chosen to study the relation of speed, time
and media size on surface roughness in all directions and robust the
calculations and results. Two different regression models are calculated,
including (I) the first power of variables and the interactions of variables
and (II) the exponential of the first model. The performance of each
method is compared with the coefficient of determination.
4.1. Poisson regression
Poisson regression is obtained through an exponential relation
529
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Fig. 5. (A-C) Scratch and curving on media tip for 160 rpm (D) Surface of the media for rotational speed 120 rpm (E) Polished samples.

very small contact area. Therefore, the pressure on the contact area of
the samples increases radically, and more scratch and nonuniform ma
terial cutting occur [37,38].
In WACBF, MRR takes place from the surface peaks, thus producing
the smooth surface, which is called micro-cutting. The surface of as-built
LPBF components has sharp peaks related to the nature of the process,
shown in Fig. 10(A). When the process runs for 200 min, all peaks
removed away and good results are obtained (smooth surface), as shown
in Fig. 10(B). However, by increasing the time of the process to 240 min
due to impact or hitting effect of the media, the indentation depth in
creases and the surface becomes rougher [33,34].
The tips and edges of abrasive powder crystals are effective param
eters on roughness. Thus, by increasing process time, the surface of the
media erodes, which leads to a reduction of MRR and surface quality. In
this occasion, more ineffective contacts between the samples and media
occur and surface quality decreases [31,39].
Using bigger media leads to increase in the contact area and the
reduction of volumetric material removal. By increasing the speed to
120 rpm, sharp edges of media scratch the component and small contact
points are formed while the MRRv reduces. Increasing the process speed

till 140 and 160 rpm reduces the interaction time between the media
and the components (Fig. 11). Also, higher rotational speed increases the
temperature of the process and due to thermal softening, higher pene
tration occurs and the MRRv increases. However, this mechanism re
duces the surface quality as discussed in the previous sections. The
interaction plots for volumetric material removal (Fig. 11) show that by
increasing the time, the MRRv reduces. This is related to the media
abrasion, losing sharp edges and subsequently sliding on the workpiece
as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, if the very fine surface quality is required,
it is recommended to use the fresh media after each machining process.
5. Conclusions
This experiment quantifies the performance of WACBF as a surface
enhancement process for LPBF stainless steel 316 L. This experiment
provides statistically robust characterization of the WACBF process to
enable commercial implementation of this enabling technology to
overcome the poor surface roughness inherent in LPBF components. The
following core observations are pertinent:
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Fig. 6. Poisson regression for Parallel measurements.

Fig. 7. Poisson regression for vertical measurements.

• Surface quality and MRR has non-linear behavior versus increasing
the rotational speed. It is related to the removal of sharp edges of the
media, thermal softening and lower interaction time between media
and workpiece.
• Increasing the media size improves the surface quality and MRR,
which is associated with easier flow of abrasive suspension including
media and water. Moreover, bigger media has more mass, punching
effect and inertia, so in the finishing process, it imposes more pres
sure and subsequently removes more materials, which in turn im
proves surface quality.
• Increasing the time of the WACBF increases the surface roughness
that is associated with a higher temperature, decreasing the sharp
ness of the media and less effective contact.

• The best surface quality for all three measurements was obtained at
the rotational speed of 140 rpm, media size of 6 mm and 200 min
machining time.
• Results show that the WACBF improved the surface roughness of
angled, vertical and parallel surfaces about 56.08 %, 56.33 %, and
62.30 % respectively. The results confirmed the uniform finishing
and showed that WACBF is suitable for finishing of AM components.
The future work can be conducted to compare WACBF and ABF. Also,
producing samples with different sizes and more complexity, such as
lattice structure to shows the effect of WACBF process on the surface
quality of internal and external surfaces can be another direction of
future work.
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Fig. 8. Poisson regression for angled measurements.

Fig. 9. Surface of (A) Big and (B) Small media.

Fig. 10. (A) As-built surface (B) Surface after machining for test.
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Fig. 11. Poisson regression for MRR.
Table A1
The results of roughness in different directions.
Ra Parallel

Re 1

Re 2

Re 3

Ra Vertical

Re 1

Re 2

Re 3

Ra Angled

Re 1

Re 2

Re 3

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

4.348
2.980
4.865
4.956
2.012
3.605
3.115
3.220

4.369
2.990
4.925
5.025
2.016
3.505
3.056
3.220

4.415
3.048
4.918
5.020
2.011
3.565
3.117
3.278

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

6.668
4.806
6.185
6.678
3.356
4.910
4.000
4.896

6.668
4.812
6.075
6.652
3.382
4.825
4.012
4.889

6.565
4.782
6.081
6.580
3.358
4.832
4.007
5.162

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

5.592
3.952
5.275
5.496
2.755
4.012
3.600
4.085

5.626
3.920
5.302
5.520
2.832
4.025
3.605
4.085

5.681
3.953
5.316
5.599
2.754
4.114
3.541
4.077

Re = Repetition, P = Parallel, V = Vertical, A = Angled.
Table A2
The results of the thickness measurement.
No

Re 1

Re 2

Re 3

No

Re 1

Re 2

Re 3

No

Re 1

Re 2

Re 3

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

6.020
6.040
6.090
6.050
5.900
6.030
5.860
6.050

6.100
6.080
6.100
6.070
6.020
6.030
5.900
6.030

5.970
6.060
6.140
6.030
5.960
5.970
5.880
6.040

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

6.020
6.110
6.170
6.040
5.960
6.040
5.870
6.050

6.050
6.060
6.130
6.110
5.940
5.980
5.900
6.020

6.110
6.100
6.150
6.060
6.040
6.070
5.900
6.200

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

6.070
6.100
6.180
6.030
5.910
6.030
5.910
6.150

6.060
6.140
6.160
6.030
5.930
6.000
5.880
6.190

6.110
6.090
6.200
6.180
6.130
6.090
5.910
6.170

Table A3
The results of the length measurement.
No

Re 1

Re 2

Re 3

No

Re 1

Re 2

Re 3

No

Re 1

Re 2

Re 3

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

29.880
29.800
29.880
29.880
29.800
29.800
29.790
29.900

29.910
29.790
29.820
29.850
29.750
29.780
29.770
29.830

29.880
29.900
29.910
29.850
29.760
29.880
29.810
29.820

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

29.880
29.880
29.880
29.900
29.810
29.800
29.740
29.820

29.980
29.900
29.900
29.820
29.790
29.880
29.780
29.880

29.900
29.770
29.920
29.950
29.770
29.840
29.880
29.880

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

29.960
29.800
29.910
29.880
29.850
29.810
29.830
29.830

29.950
29.850
29.930
29.880
29.910
29.890
29.800
29.830

30.000
30.020
29.980
29.940
29.910
29.880
29.800
29.980
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